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We consider the long time behavior of a strongly damped nonlinear wave
equation. We will show that the initial boundary value problem has a global
solution and that there exists a compact global attractor with finite dimension.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the long time behavior of the solution of the
following nonlinear wave equation:
utt=:uxxt+_(ux)x& f (u)+ g(x), x # (0, 1), t # [0, ), (1.1)
with initial conditions
u(0)=u0 , ut(0)=u1 (1.2)
and boundary conditions
u(0, t)=u(1, t)=0. (1.3)
This initial boundary value problem arises when one considers the purely
longitudinal motion of a homogeneous bar which, in its original stress free
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state, is of uniform cross-section and unit length. The displacment of a
cross-section of the bar at time t is given by u(x, t). If T(x, t) denotes the
stress on a cross-section of the bar at time t, then the equation of motion
takes the following form:
\0 utt=Tx& f (u)+ g(x), x # (0, 1), t # [0, ), (1.4)
where \0 is the density of the bar in its original configuration. We obtain
(1.1) from (1.4) by making the constitutive assumption
T(x, t)=:uxt(x, t)+_(ux), (1.5)
where _(s) is a smooth function with the property that
_(0)=0, _$(s)r0 , for all s # R, (1.6)
and :, r0 are positive constants. We take \0=1 in our following disscusions
for convenience. The function f in Eqs. (1.1) and (1.4) is assumed to be a
smooth nonlinear function satisfying the following conditions
lim inf
|s|  
F(s)
s2
0, (1.7)
there exists a constant w>0 such that lim inf
|s|  
sf (s)&wF(s)
s2
0, (1.8)
where F(s)=s0 f (s) ds. Because of (1.7) we may assume that 0<w
1
2 .
Let I=(0, 1) and let L2(I ) be the usual Hilbert space of square
integrable functions with the standard L2 norm | } | 0 and inner product
( } , } ). Denote A=&xx , the Laplacian operator on L2 with domain
D(A)=H2(I ) & H 10(I ). It is known that A is a sectorial operator and that
A&1 is a bounded linear operator defined in L2(I ). Denote X s=D(As), the
domain of the operator As, 0s<1, equipped with norm & }&2s and inner
product (( } , } ))2s (see Henry [9]). Finally, denote Y=D(A)_L2(I ) with
the standard product norm &(u, v)&Y=(|Au| 20+|v|
2
0)
12.
The problem (1.1)(1.3) has been widely studied. For f =g=0,
Greenberg obtained the existence and stability of classical solutions in
[6, 7]. Fitzgibbon in [4] considered the existence of solutions (u, ut) #
W1, _W1, 2. Chang and Guo established in [3] the convergence of finite
difference schemes to solve the problem numerically.
A special case of (1.1) is where _$(s)=1, i.e., _(ux)x=uxx . When g(x)=0
and f $(u)c (a constant), it was proved in [10] that (1.1)(1.3) is a
gradient system in Y. Furthermore, it was proven that the semigroup
generated by the linear operator A: (see Section 2 for the definition of A:)
is a compact analytic semigroup of bounded linear operators in X r_X s,
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0rs<1. Therefore, the existence of a global attractor in X r_X s can
be easily derived by using the theory of compact semigroups [8]. The
existence of a global attractor and its finite dimensionality were also
obtained in [10]. When _ is nonlinear, Berkaliev in [1, 2] studied the
(E0 , E) attractor and its structure. The definition of the (E0 , E) attractor
may be found in [8] and is a weaker concept than the one considered here.
In Section 2 we will establish some a priori estimates and prove the
global existence and uniqueness of solutions (u, ut) # C([0, ), Y ) to
(1.1)(1.3.) In Section 3 we will apply the decomposition idea of Hale [8]
to prove the existence of a compact global attractor. In our decomposition
we exploit an underlying parabolic-like structure in the equation to obtain
some compactness.The finite dimensionality of the attractor also follows.
2. THE GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
Here we first write the equation abstractly and invoke a standard local
existence theorem.Then, using various energy-like estimates and Gronwall’s
inequality, we establish a priori bounds for the solution,which allow us to
deduce global existence.
Let A and Y be defined as in Section 1. Define A: in Y by
A:( u, v)=(v, &:Av&Au), (u, v) # D(A:)=D(A)_D(A). (2.1)
Then the following result can be found in [10]:
Lemma 2.1. A: is a sectorial operator on Y.
For _ satisfying (1.6), f satisfying (1.7), (1.8) and g # L2(I ), define a map
F: from D(A:) to Y by
F:(u, v)=(0, _$(ux) uxx&uxx& f (u)+ g), for (u, v) # D(A:). (2.2)
Then using the Sobolev embedding theorem, we can see that F: is locally
Lipschitz continuous. Therefore the existence theorem in Henry [9,
Theorem 3.3.4] applies to the initial value problem in Y of the following
system:
Ut=A:U+F:(U ), U=(u1 , u2) # Y, (2.3)
i.e.,
u1t=u2,
(2.4)
u2t=:u2xx+_(u1x)x& f (u1)+ g(x)
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Then we have the following
Theorem 2.1. (Local existence). Suppose that _(s) and f (u) are smooth
functions satisfying (1.6)(1.8) and let g # L2(I ). Then, for (u0 , u1) # Y, there
exists t0=t0(u0 , u1)>0 such that (u, ut) # C([0, t0); Y ), utt(t) # L2(I ) and
uxxt(t) # L2(I ) for a.e. t # (0, t0), and u satisfies (1.1)(1.3.) Moreover, if t0 is
maximal, then either t0= or &(u, ut)&Y is unbounded on [0, t0).
Concerning global existence, we first have
Lemma 2.2. Under assumptions (1.6)(1.8), there exist constants \=
\(:, r0), c1=c1(&(u0 , u1)&Y), c2=c2( | g| 0) such that for t # [0, t0)
|ux | 20+|u|
2
0+|ut |
2
0c1e
&w\t+c2 . (2.5)
Proof. Let v=ut+\u where \ is a constant to be determined. Now
(1.1) becomes
vt&:vxx&\v&_(ux)x+:\uxx+\2u+ f (u)= g(x). (2.6)
Taking the inner product of both sides of (2.6) with v and integrating the
resulting equation, we obtain
d
dt
H1(u, v)+K1(u, v)=0, (2.7)
where
H1(u, v)=
1
2
|v| 20+|
I
E(ux) dx&
:\
2
|ux | 20+
\2
2
|u| 20
+|
I
F(u) dx&(g, u), (2.8)
K1(u, v)=: |vx | 20&\ |v|
2
0+\ |
I
_(ux) ux dx&:\2 |ux | 20+\
3 |u| 20
+\ |
I
f (u) u dx&\(g, u), (2.9)
in which E(s)=s0 _(t) dt and F(s)=
s
0 f (t) dt. Let us now estimate
H1(u, v) and K1(u, v). Choose \ such that
\<min \23 ?2:,
r0
8:
,
1
2+ . (2.10)
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where r0 is defined in (1.6). Since _(s) satisfies (1.6), _(s) sE(s)
(r0 2) s2, it follows from (1.7) and (1.8) with 0<w 12 that
K1(u, v)&\wH1(u, v)
: |vx | 20&\\+w\2 + |v| 20+
\
2 |I _(ux) ux dx&\:\2&
:w\2
2 + |ux | 20
+\ \3&\
3w
2 + |u| 20&c3 \ |u| 20&c4 \&\ | g|0 |u|0 , (2.11)
where c3 and c4 are positive constants. From (1.8), c3 may be chosen
arbitrarily small and c4 depends upon this choice. For our purposes we
take c3=?2r0 16. The Poincare inequality and (2.10) imply that
K1(u, v)&\wH1(u, v)&c5( | g|0), (2.12)
where c5( | g|0) depends only on | g|0 . Similarly, we can derive the following
inequality:
H1(u, v)
1
2
|v| 20+
r0
4
|ux | 20+
\2
4
|u| 20&c6( | g|0). (2.13)
Then (2.7), (2.12), and (2.13) yield
d
dt
H1(u, v)+\wH1(u, v)c5( | g|0). (2.14)
Using Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain
H1(u, v)H1(u0 , u1) e&w\t+
c5( | g| 0)
\w
(1&e&w\t). (2.15)
Since u0 # H 2(I ) & H 10(I ) and _(s) is continuous, we can easily prove that
|H1(u0 , u1)|c7(&(u0 , u1)&Y) by using the Sobolev embedding theorem.
Then (2.5) follows from (2.13). K
Now we can state and prove the global existence result.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that _(s) and f (s) satisfy respectively (1.6) and
(1.7), (1.8). For any (u0 , u1) # Y, there exists a global solution u(x, t) of
(1.1)(1.3), satisfying (u, ut) # C([0, ), Y ).
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, to prove the global existence of the solution,
it suffices to prove that &(u, ut)&Y is uniformly bounded for all t>0. To do
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that, because of Lemma 2.2, it is enough to show that |uxx |0 is uniformly
bounded for t>0.
By taking the inner product of both sides of (1.1) with uxx , we get
d
dt _
:
2
|uxx | 20&(ut , uxx)&+(_$(ux) uxx , uxx)=|uxt | 20+( f (u)& g, uxx).
(2.16)
Then multiplying both sides of (2.16) by :, adding the resulting equation
to (2.7), and using Poincare inequality and (2.10), we get
d
dt
H2(u, ut)+K2(u, ut)0, (2.17)
where
H2(u, ut)=
:2
2
|uxx | 20&:(ut , uxx)+H1(u, ut), (2.18)
K2(u, ut)=: |
I
_$(ux) |uxx |2 dx&:( f (u)& g, uxx)
&:\ |ux | 20&\|ut |
2
0+\ |
I
_(ux) ux dx
&:\2 |ux | 20+\
3 |u| 20+\ |
I
f (u) u dx&\(g, u). (2.19)
A simple computation yields
K2(u, ut)&\H2(u, ut)
&c8( |ut | 20+|u|
2
0+|ux |
2
0+&F(u)&L+& f (u)&L) (2.20)
where c8 is a constant depending only on : and r0 . Using (2.17) and (2.20),
we obtain
H2(u, ut)H2(u0 , u1) e&\t+|
t
0
c8 e&\(t&s)
_(|ut | 20+|u|
2
0+|ux |
2
0+&F(u)&L+& f (u)&L) ds (2.21)
Therefore (2.21) and Lemma 2.2 imply that H2(u, ut) is uniformly bounded
in [0, ), since H2(u0 , u1)C0 , for some constant C0=C0(&(u0 , u1)&Y).
On the other hand,
H2(u, ut)
:2
4
|uxx | 20&c9( |ux |
2
0+|u|
2
0+|ut |
2
0+&F(u)&L+| g| 0), (2.22)
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where c9 is a constant depending only on : and r0 . The Sobolev embedding
theorem and Lemma 2.2 imply that |uxx |0 is uniformly bounded in
[0, ). K
3. GLOBAL ATTRACTOR
We know from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that a nonlinear semigroup S(t) on
Y can be associated with problem (1.1)(1.3) by S(t)(u0 , u1)=(u(t), ut(t)),
where u(t) is the solution to (1.1)(1.3). We also know that the semigroup
S(t) is continuous in t # [0, ) and (u0 , u1) # Y.
The main result of this section is that S(t) has a global compact attractor
in Y. Let us first prove that the semigroup S(t) possesses a bounded
absorbing set in Y.
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, there exists a
constant M such that for any solution (u, ut) of problem (1.1)(1.3) with
initial data (u0 , u1) # Y satisfying &(u0 , u1)&YR, there exists T=T(R)>0
such that &S(t)(u0 , u1)&YM for t>T.
Proof. From Lemma 2.2, we know that there exists a constant p0 ,
depending only on | g|0 , and a T0=T0(R) such that
|ux | 20+|u|
2
0+|ut |
2
0p
2
0 , for all t>T0 . (3.1)
The Sobolev embedding theorem implies that &u&L is uniformly bounded.
We then deduce from (2.21) that there is a constant M1 depending only on
_(s), f, g and :, and a constant C1=C1(&(u0 , u1)&Y) such that
H2(u, ut)H2(u0 , u1) e&\t+C1e&\t+M1 , for all t>T0 . (3.2)
The theorem follows from (2.22). K
To prove the existence of a compact global attractor for S(t), we need
the following decomposition result:
Theorem 3.2. For g # H1(I ), the semigoup S(t) defined above can be
decomposed into S(t)=C(t)+U(t), where U(t) is precompact for t>t0 , for
some t0 , and C(t) is a continuous mapping from Y to itself with the property
that, for every bounded set B/Y,
rc(t)=sup
, # B
&C(t),&Y  0 as t  0. (3.3)
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Before we give the proof of Theorem 3.2, we prove two decomposition
lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that (u0 , u1) # B=[(u, v) : &(u, v)&YR], R>0.
Then if u is the solution of (1.1)(1.3), ut can be written as ut=v +v^, where
v # L(0, ; L2(I )) & L2(0, T; H 10(I )), for T>0, is the unique solution of
v t&:v xx=0,
v (x, 0)=u1 , (3.4)
v (0, t)=v (1, t)=0,
and v^(x, t) # L(0, ; H 10(I )) is the unique solution of problem:
v^t&:v^xx=_(ux)x& f (u)+ g,
v^(x, 0)=0, (3.5)
v^(0, t)= v^(1, t)=0.
Moreover, the following estimates hold
|v | 20|u1 |
2
0 e
&:?2t, for all t0, (3.6)
and
|v^| 20+|v^x |
2
0C (M ), for tT. (3.7)
where C (M ) is a constant depending only on the constant M, which has been
introduced in Theorem 3.1.
Proof. The uniqueness and existence of v and v^ are standard and (3.6)
is immediate. The uniqueness of the solutions to the problems (3.4) and
(3.5) implies that ut=v + v^. Theorem 3.1 implies that G :=_(ux)x& f (u)+
g # L(0, ; L2(I )) and
|G ( } , t)|0&_$(ux)&L |uxx |0+| f (u)|0+| g|0C2(M ), for t>T(R).
for some constant C2(M ). Therefore, the solution of problem (3.5),
v^(x, t) # L(0, ; H 10(I )) and satisfies (3.7) for some C (M ). K
Next we prove another decomposition result under the assumption that
g # H 1(I ):
Lemma 3.2. The solution u of (1.1)(1.3) can be decomposed as
u=u +u^,
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where u # L(0, ; H2(I ) & H 10(I )) is the unique solution of
(u t&:u xx)t+:&1_$(ux)(u t&:u xx)=:&1_$(ux)v ,
u (x, 0)=u0 , u t(x, 0)=u1 , (3.8)
u (0, t)=u (1, t)=0,
and u^ # L(0, ; H3(I ) & H 10(I )) is the unique solution of
(u^t&:u^xx)t+:&1_$(ux)(u^t&:u^xx)=:&1_$(ux) v^& f (u)+ g,
u^(x, 0)=0, u^t(x, 0)=0, (3.9)
u^(0, t)=u^(1, t)=0.
where v and v^ are defined in Lemma 3.1. Moreover, the following estimates
hold
&(u , u t)&Yc10e&b1 t, for all t0, (3.10)
and
&u^&H 3(I )C (M ), for tT, (3.11)
where b1 , c10=c10(R) and C (M ) are positive constants.
Proof. The uniqueness of the solution u to problem (3.8) is easily seen.
For the existence of u , let , be the unique solution to the ODE where x
is considered as a parameter
, t+:&1_$(ux) , =:&1_$(ux)v
, (x, 0)=u1&:u0xx # L2(I )
It can be proven that , # L(0, ; L2(I )), , t # L(0, ; L2(I )) and that
there exist positive constants, b>0 and c>0, such that for all t0
|, | 20c( |u1 |
2
0+|u0xx |
2
0) e
&bt, and
(3.12)
|, t | 20c( |u1 |
2
0+|u0xx |
2
0) e
&bt.
Next we consider the following classical problem
u t&:u xx=, ,
u (x, 0)=u0 , (3.13)
u (0, t)=u (1, t)=0.
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The unique solution u satisfies u # L(0, ; H 2(I ) & H 10(I )) and u t #
L(0, ; L2(I )). Clearly u is a solution to problem (3.8). Estimate (3.12)
implies that there exist positive constants b1 and c10=c10(R) such that
(3.10) holds. The existence of a solution u^ to problem (3.9) can be similarly
proven. Since :&1_$(ux) v^& f (u)+ g # L(0, ; H 1(I )) from (3.7), solving
for u^t&:u^xx in (3.9), we see that u^t&:u^xx # L(0, ; H 1(I )). Therefore,
u^ # L(0, ; H3(I ) & H 10(I )) by the regularity properties of parabolic
operators and (3.11) holds for some C (M ). The uniqueness of the solutions
to the problem (3.8) and (3.9) implies that u(x, t)=u (x, t)+u^(x, t). K
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Define
C(t)(u0 , u1)=(u , v )
U(t)(u0 , u1)=(u^, v^).
Then from (3.6), (3.7), (3.10), and (3.11) we know that S(t)=C(t)+U(t),
where C(t), U(t) satisfy the properties of Theorem 3.2. K
In the terminology of Hale [8], Theorem 3.2 implies that S(t) is
asymptotically smooth and therefore Theorem 1.1 of Temam [11] or
Theorem 3.4.6 of Hale [8] imply our main result:
Theorem 3.3. Suppose g # H1(I ). Then the semigroup S(t) has a compact
global attractor in Y, that is, there exists a compact connected invariant set
K0 in Y which attracts all bounded sets in Y.
A direct consequence of Theorem 2.8.1 of Hale [8] then yields:
Corollary 3.1. The attractor K0 has finite fractal and Hausdorff
dimensions.
Remark. Notice that ut satisfies
(t&xx) ut=_(ux)x& f (u)+ g.
By the reqularity properties of the parabolic operator, we can easily prove
that if (u0 , u1) # (H2(I ) & H 10(I ))_H
1
0(I ),then the solution (u, ut) of
(1.1)(1.3) is in L(0, ; (H2(I ) & H 10(I ))_H
1
0(I )) & C([0, ); (H
2(I ) &
H 10(I ))_H
1
0(I )). Therefore S(t) is well-defined on (H
2(I ) & H 10(I ))_H
1
0(I ).
Then we can similarly prove that S(t) possesses a global attractor in
(H2(I ) & H 10(I ))_H
1
0(I ). Furthermore, we can show that K0 and the
attractors in (H2(I ) & H 10(I ))_H
1
0(I ) are the same.
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